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US Reaches China ‘Sputnik Moment’, as GM Cements Autonomous Lead 

‘The gears are starting to lock into place in both leadership’s minds that this is an implacable enemy, a global 

struggle for influence and maybe domination.’ Chris Johnson, former CIA China analyst, now at the Center for 

Strategic and International Studies  

‘I’ve been reading a book recently about the so-called Farewell Dossier, one of the pivotal events in the Cold 

War, which involved a high ranking spy inside the KGB  revealing the existence of a vast Soviet industrial 

espionage system stealing technology secrets from the US, which the CIA then used to conduct industrial 

sabotage (notably on the Siberian gas pipeline, with software that blew the compressors up, creating the largest 

non-nuclear explosion ever seen) before arresting the scientists and businessmen in the network.  Perhaps the 

CIA has a similar spy right now in Beijing, but if not, they must be looking frantically for one...’  Weekly Insight, 

June 26th 2018 

‘The new focus on supply-chain problems builds on recent Pentagon moves to evaluate contractors’ 

cybersecurity defences, which industry had been assessing on its own. Ms. Lord, of the Pentagon, told reporters 

Thursday that 90% of the printed circuit boards used by the U.S. military came from Asian plants, half of them in 

China.  The Pentagon has issued a no-buy list for software produced by some firms in Russia and China.’ Recent 

WSJ analysis of US military vulnerability to high-tech component supply 

‘Rethink helped create the market for collaborative robots that are safe, easy to use, and extremely flexible. But 

when they entered the market they made a splash, and other more established robotics vendors took notice and 

came out with their own collaborative robots. Companies like ABB, Yaskawa, Kuka, and Fanuc have extended 

their portfolios to include user friendly, highly capable, and very flexible collaborative robots.’ The shock demise 

of US robotics start-up Rethink, creator of the much hyped ‘Baxter’ robot 

 

• When the Soviet’s Sputnik satellite pinged its way across US skies in 1957, it sparked national outrage 

that the country was falling behind technologically and a year later Congress approved the National 

Defense Education Act, which increased funding for education at all levels, with the focus on scientific 

and technical education as well as launching NASA to win the space race. Last week’s astonishing 

allegations of Chinese ‘trojan’ chips systematically embedded in US bound circuit boards may prove a 

similar wake up call, even if denied vehemently so far by Apple and Amazon. Rethink’s failure 

follows a series of similar high-profile tech startup disappointments across US tech hardware, 

from battery technology to 3D printing – one of the few bright spots is autonomous driving 

tech. One key factor seems to be that the US has lost critical industrial process knowledge and 

supplier ecosystem depth, unlike Japan and Germany. 

• Few could have imagined 60 years ago that STEM postgraduate courses at elite US universities 

from Stanford to MIT would end up being dominated in terms of student body and faculty by 

Chinese nationals, as would the R&D labs of many US tech giants who own their corporate 

genesis to that explosion in Cold War funding for scientific research. Vice President Pence last week 

accused China of using its military, spies, economic power and propaganda to undermine the US 

around the world.  

• He repeated still-unsubstantiated claims that Beijing is meddling in the mid-term elections but even a 

Clinton administration would now be confronting Beijing - the ‘Chimerica’ marriage of economic 

convenience beloved of free market purists and corporate CEOs always had a political sell-by date, 

once globalization’s losers stirred. Xi has simultaneously made China’s ambitions explicit in aspiring to 

remove the technological underpinnings of US military supremacy, notably via breakthroughs in 
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quantum communications and AI guided missile systems. With almost half of the printed circuit boards 

used by the US military coming from China, the economic versus national security calculus has 

fundamentally shifted and the US tech sector is only beginning to appreciate the huge long-term 

consequences for its business model. The underweight stance on global semis this summer and the 

Asian smartphone supply chain in place since Q3 17 remains for now.  

• Rather than a negotiating ploy as many assumed, tariffs in this wider context look more like one element 

in a medium-term containment strategy, which will also eventually restrict Chinese student access to 

technology-oriented US PhD programs. My US tech contacts tell me that Vaclev Smil’s book ‘Made in 

the USA: The Rise and Retreat of American Manufacturing’ has become required reading in 

Washington policy circles (who knows, it may even appear on a Fox News talk show soon) amid a 

belated recognition of the error made over the past 20 years in dismissing the economic importance 

of a deep manufacturing ecosystem.  

• I sat on a panel with Harvard’s Prof. Willy Shih in HK last year, discussing the prospects of the US 

repatriating hardware production from Asia, and he has recently produced a great research paper on 

how tech innovation is getting ever more rapidly commoditized and to quote: ‘Today, upstarts in 

many product segments, especially from China, can develop world-class design and 

production capabilities in a short period of time. In some cases, they are closing gaps with long-

established incumbents and becoming market leaders within a decade. The popular narrative is that 

three main factors are driving this: (1) blatant copying of IP, (2) governments pressuring companies to 

share technology in exchange for rights to do business, and (3) normal knowledge spillover as 

workers move from multinationals to local companies. But other, less recognized forces are at play, 

and they are accelerating commoditization and making product differentiation increasingly difficult to 

sustain. The implications are profound. Perhaps the biggest implication is that, armed with this 

knowledge, young competitors can skip years of practice and experience building, and become 

competitive threats almost instantly.’  

• In other words, this isn’t just about sustaining military preeminence but corporate too and this has 

been a key theme in these notes, reflected in the rapid progress Chinese brands from Geely in autos 

to Midea and Gree in household appliances, Sany in excavators or Xiaomi and Huawei in 

smartphones have made in closing the quality gap with Western multinationals. A point made at that 

Harvard conference was that even if say Apple decided to onshore production via Foxconn factories 

in the US, the 50,000 plus production line engineers that keep the lines moving for the 800,000 

Chinese factory workers simply don’t exist. The last vocational colleges to train them in the 

variety of electrical/mechanical skills required closed in the late 1990s as China ramped up its 

two-year engineering diploma graduate output.  

• Of course, you could attempt to fully automate but that also requires skilled technical oversight – the 

US over the past 25 years has lost a critical layer of manufacturing process knowhow and 

engineering skills - tariffs alone can’t recreate them. As the Soviet Union found out, you can’t have a 

competitive military manufacturing sector without an advanced civilian one because the two overlap 

and catalyze each other. If the US is now serious about protecting itself from cyber warfare, it has to 

somehow resuscitate a domestic electronics hardware and materials science sector in the broadest 

sense.   

• It’s becoming clear that the ‘trade war’ is just one dimension of a growing adversarial relationship 

and conflict across multiple dimensions. On that note, the US navy has proposed a major show of 

force in the South China Sea next month, after a Chinese destroyer came dangerously close to a US 

ship on a "freedom of navigation" operation near Chinese-claimed islands, capping weeks of 

brinkmanship.  While the US has obsessed over capital allocation, China has focused on capital 

accumulation, of both the physical and human varieties, to drive technological acceleration. 

China’s spectacular transformation from an impoverished agrarian society to an industrial superpower 

was achieved by largely ignoring mainstream economic theory and indeed taking advantage of its 

precepts as practiced by the US. While many may worry about the rising debt and low ROE etc. 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/made-usa
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/made-usa
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/why-high-tech-commoditization-is-accelerating/
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/why-high-tech-commoditization-is-accelerating/
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incurred in the process, the results in terms of competitiveness (including of Chinese universities like 

Tsinghua) have been spectacular.  

• A Bloomberg article this week on the wastefulness of China’s ‘build and destroy’ construction model 

broadly represents the consensus (and I’m meeting its author, Prof. Chris Balding in HCM later this 

week, where he has relocated). Overall, I take a much more sanguine view – while there has 

undoubtedly been much misallocation on any rational IRR basis, not only has the country shrewdly 

planned for per capita GDP growth led demand whether for airport or high-speed rail capacity, but 

there has also been a positive externality in the accumulation of process knowhow which is 

impossible for say Indian engineers to acquire at home.  

• The ultimate social and economic cost of India’s chronic supply side bottlenecks, with new airports 

like Delhi barely able to cope by the time they open, is vastly higher than China’s ‘build it that they will 

come’ approach which was a development model pioneered in the Victorian era UK, which then 

vendor financed its construction prowess across Asia and Africa. It’s now astonishing that the per 

capita capital stock in China on a PPP basis is overtaking the UK, which explains much of the 

latter’s dire productivity trend. Indeed, it’s approaching German levels, and the famed Audi slogan 

of technical progress 'Vorsprung Durch Technik' looks rather ironic now that infrastructure at home is 

crumbling from a decade of underinvestment and getting a new airport opened in Berlin has turned 

into a saga of comic incompetence. Western economies are living on past engineering glories, and 

demographic decline won’t offset the need to replace fully depreciated fixed assets – on that issue at 

least, the new Italian government has a point.  

 

Source: Entext, World Bank 

 

• Back in the 1980s, the Soviet consulate in San Francisco was one of its busiest anywhere and staffed 

with intelligence agents and engineering PhDs whose role was to trawl Silicon Valley to extract the 

latest chip designs. It seems that the Chinese have been far subtler; according to the Bloomberg 

story, claiming tiny microchips nestling on the motherboards of servers, traced to a Chinese 

subcontractor used by Taiwanese-American firm SuperMicro. The timing of all this is intriguing - Apple 

and Amazon called Bloomberg’s account false and US DHS concurred. While cybersecurity has 

focused on locating and exploiting vulnerabilities in software in recent years, compromising 

hardware can be more effective and long-lasting but more difficult to execute in fast moving, just in 

time PCB production processes.   

• Cybersecurity is clearly becoming the key 21st-century battleground with agencies from China, 

the US, Russia, Israel, and others accessing US data servers and computing devices including 

smartphones, with recent reports for instance of Lenovo laptops ‘phoning home’ data. You either 
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switch to typewriters and handwritten notes, as Vladimir Putin has done in the Kremlin, or 

secure the supply chain of server and device circuit boards as tightly as you would say that for a 

fighter jet engine. Chinese tech espionage and IP theft will become a recurring media topic- the three 

key global firms most responsible for sustaining Moore’s Law are TSMC, Intel, and Samsung. Each of 

them invest over $10bn annually, and investment will intensify as we move to 3nm designs with the 

design cost alone likely to exceed $1bn.   

• The finFET, today’s leading-edge transistor, is ramping up at 16nm/14nm and 10nm/7nm. Sometime 

around 2020, 5nm finFETs are expected to appear, but the finFET could reach its physical 

limits at 3nm unless there are new materials science breakthroughs. Samsung and GlobalFoundries 

separately announced plans to develop a new transistor technology called a nanosheet FET, with so-

called variable widths at 3nm. Samsung hopes to deliver a prototype by 2019, with plans to move into 

production by 2021. Meanwhile, TSMC is exploring nanosheet FETs and so-called nanowire 

FETs, at 3nm, but it has not announced final plans yet.  

• Tech sector investors should clearly care deeply about IP protection to be able to amortize 

these huge investments, now that China is hiring hundreds of foreign semi engineers to jump 

start a domestic memory sector (following the blueprint in autos, where Japanese engineers taught 

the Chinese how to manage production lines). Process knowledge or technical and industrial 

expertise is often overlooked as a key intangible by investors. It’s the crucial economic residual 

economists can’t hope to mathematically model but capture in the term ‘total factor productivity’; in the 

chip sector, it involves knowing how to store wafers, how to enter a clean room, how much electric 

current should be used at different stages of the fab process etc. The training and collective 

knowledge of competent scientists, engineers, and technicians creates a deep moat for new entrants 

to bridge and that plus R&D and fabrication plant capital allows the doubling of transistor density 

every 24mths or so.  

• Outside the US, most CEOs accept intuitively that when factories and their associated supplier 

ecosystem wither away, the accumulated process knowledge disappears as well; - the US has 

consciously de-industrialized itself and scattered production networks because management 

consultants and economists claimed that separating design from manufacturing was a profit (and 

stock option) maximising proposition, which has been true but partly at the cost of an opioid 

addicted heartland underclass and the loss of critical process knowledge to China. Rethink’s 

demise should probably be seen in that wider context. Its product offering was simply too narrow and 

easy to reverse engineer by industry leaders; ample VC funding and a novel concept aggressively 

marketed only get you so far – ‘cobots’ are coming to the global service sector, but they will probably 

be made largely in Japan and In China with key Japanese components.  

• Germany and Japan responded to globalization by moving up the value chain and retreating to 

defensible engineering niches while more effectively protecting their technology (Japanese high-

speed trains, for instance), while US manufacturing migrated to Asia.  Successful industries tend to 

cluster into highly interconnected production networks. Taiwan’s semiconductor industry was founded 

and is still centred around a small area south of Taipei, China’s wave of technology innovation has 

clustered in Shenzhen and Hangzhou.  

https://semiengineering.com/knowledge_centers/ic-types/transistors/3d/nanosheet-fet/
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Source: US National Science Foundation, Elsevier - publication counts are from journals, books, and conference proceedings in all 

science and engineering fields 

• Germany has engaged in industrial ‘deepening’ since the late 19th century; it was the first country to 

systemise applied R&D, link academic labs with industry, and create a vast system of vocational 

apprenticeship training   which persists today to hand down knowledge from one generation to the 

next and build on that legacy. The record of Europe as a whole in innovation in recent decades 

has been poor, with only a handful of names such as Infineon, Schneider Electric and ASML 

sustaining a global position in tech hardware (STM hardly cuts it) – the dearth of listed tech stocks 

explains the stratospheric ratings on the handful that reach critical mass like Adyen or Wirecard. 

Selling luxury handbags and cars to the Chinese has proven lucrative, but the terms of trade 

are likely to deteriorate, an issue pertinent to the rise of autonomous vehicles covered below. 

 

China Hedging Tariff Bets with Looser Policy, But Risks Reflating Housing Bubble 

• I’ve covered the concerted effort to shore up Chinese growth momentum in recent months and closed 

the industrials metals short in August as a result – the latest 1% RRR cut is more of the same and 

despite a soft PMI, there is growing evidence from real estate starts to excavator utilisation 

rates that the credit levers are still attached to something. It’s also notable that services 

momentum as measured by the Caixin PMI accelerated last month, with rising price pressures 

evident. I highlighted back in the December 7th, 2017 note that: ‘Tier 1 cities in China have been 

boosting development land available for new rental properties - until the capital account is eased, the 

incentive to hoard excess household cash via property remains huge; the irony is that even as all 

these new dedicated rental flats are built, millions of existing units lie empty with no appetite/incentive 

for owners to generate income from them. Despite the official encouragement of dedicated rental 

construction, with shadow credit growth/M2 still slowing, the odds of mainland land values correcting 

next year look high, after the $100bn plus injection of local government funds this year deleveraged 

developer balance sheets and sustained land inflation.’ That land correction did indeed become 

evident in the data for Q4 17 - the correlation between ‘excess’ financial sector balance sheet 

and broad money growth has been tight over the past decade, during which time real land prices 

soared by 14-15x in Beijing. 
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Source: Entext, NBS, PBoC; 

 

• The PBOC can manage the potential pressure on the RMB to depreciate, given the trajectory of 

higher rates/inflation expectations in the US and slowing growth in China but a move to ‘total tariffs’ in 

early 2019 would exacerbate that divergence – as covered previously, Fed researchers are now 

worried that China plus Amazon disinflationary windfall could kick into reverse. Official house price 

data in China is incomplete and understates inflation, but the independently calculated 

Wharton/NUS/Tsinghua national land value index as a proxy has seen real land prices grow at a 

compound annual rate of 16% since 2004 (land values in China are actually a 70-yr lease for 

development) and far faster in the leading cities. For the key cities, the land price trajectory since 

2004 is broadly tracking that for commercial land in Japan from 1981-1991. The fundamental 

drivers have been rapid real income growth (chronically underestimated for the top 1-2% of 

households), relentless urbanization, new household formation (albeit peaking) and an upgrade cycle 

from the dilapidated Mao era legacy stock of housing.  

• I’ve been underweight both mainland and HK real estate this year and there continue to be 

periodic outbreaks of anger when prices fall, as covered this week in a Bloomberg piece on Country 

Garden slashing new flat prices. Anecdotal evidence suggests that China’s peak Golden Week selling 

period was weak. Real estate looks stretched on any conventional income multiple/rental yield metric 

(income multiples range from mid-teens to late-20s for the major cities, making London or NY look like 

relative bargains). However, these metrics are distorted by the huge amount of space hoarded as 

‘concrete deposit boxes’ by the top 1% of households (who own about 25% of vacant space) and 

the extent of undeclared ‘grey income’ for the elite.  
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Source: Entext, Tsinghua-NUS Index, NBS, PBoC; Wu, Jing, Joseph Gyourko and Yongheng Deng (2012) "Evaluating 

Conditions in Major Chinese Housing Markets", Regional Science and Urban Economics, Vol. 42, no.2: 531-545 

 

• The IMF published a good analysis of housing market risks back in April, noting rising mortgage debt; 

for historical perspective, one  ‘reality check’ is to look at housing wealth versus national 

income; aggregate Spanish residential property peaked at about 460% of GDP in 2007; 

Australia, NZ and Canada, considered the frothiest global real estate markets (and a surge in Chinese 

buying has been a major factor) have been peaking at over 350% of GDP which is about where 

China stood last year.   

• I also remain underweight India - Indian oil refining stocks got hammered even harder than China 

tech hardware names last week, as the Modi government demanded that they subsidize retail fuel 

prices, while the RBI pulled its punches on a widely expected and needed rate hike, sending the INR 

to new lows. The country has been a macro accident waiting to happen, and the only surprise is 

that it took so long for investors to appreciate the risks, reflected in last month’s slide in 

equities. A new risk is the imposition of US sanctions on the country - buying anti-aircraft missiles 

from Russia and oil from Iran is clearly going to antagonise Washington. 

Accelerating Autonomous Vehicle Investment Forcing Industry Collaboration… 

“Honda chose to collaborate with Cruise and GM based on their leadership in autonomous and electric vehicle 

technology and our shared vision of a zero-emissions and zero-collision world. We will complement their 

strengths through our expertise in space efficiency and design to develop the most desirable and effective shared 

autonomous vehicle.” Honda Executive Vice President Seiji Kuraishi, speaking last week 

"10 years ago, everyone said car makers are dinosaurs, and tech companies would eat us. 

"Today, the industry makes 95m cars, and the new entrants make 100,000 cars - and don't make money…" 

Carlos Ghosn, Renault-Nissan CEO, speaking last week 

“This is a very unusual partnership. But … we decided to pair up with the hope that this Japan alliance can 

compete globally…”  Junichi Miyakawa, CTO at SoftBank talking about its Toyota alliance   

• A point I’ve made in previous notes on the theme is that strategic errors made now in positioning 

for the EV/AV adoption cycle will leave many incumbent brands struggling to survive within 5-

10 years.  R&D and capital outlays are accelerating to keep up with advances in connected car, EV 

and autonomous driving technology. It’s doubtful whether these far more component intensive 
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designs will generate higher ASPs/margins overall, although they may boost the replacement cycle 

with elderly drivers upgrading to semi-autonomy with emergency braking etc. In many ways, this 

investment surge is defensive, as stranded asset risk grows and long existing business models as 

much as product ranges become obsolete.  

• The Japanese auto industry has long been hamstrung by a ‘not invented here’ closed rather 

than open source mentality but last week saw two announcements suggesting a pragmatic 

change of culture that can help it avoid the relentless structural decline of the once globally 

dominant consumer electronics sector. Honda announced an initial $750m stake in Cruise and will 

invest a further $2bn in the unit over the next decade plus. The investment comes just four months 

after the SoftBank Vision Fund invested $2.25bn in the company and cements GM’s position along 

with Alphabet’s Waymo as a key autonomous systems integrator for the wider global sector.  

• Back in the 4th January note on the auto sector, I highlighted that: ‘Honda is aiming to develop Level 3 

autonomous vehicles by 2020 and Level 4 by 2025. The recently announced 2019 Audi A8 is the first 

production level 3 vehicle; drivers will be able to take their hands of the steering wheel in slow-moving 

traffic and at up to 60km/h on motorways, letting the car monitor and respond to its surroundings. 

When a Level 3 system reaches its limits, the driver is prompted to retake manual control of the car 

before the system brakes the car to a stop.  The partnership with SenseTime will not be limited to self-

driving vehicles but may also include advanced robots, which require similarly sophisticated collision 

avoidance systems – as cars become highly automated, robotics and car manufacturing are rapidly 

converging. Standalone robotics companies will become the exception over the next few years as this 

vertical integration trend intensifies…’   

• The key point is that if you can automate vehicles on public roads, you can translate the same 

sensing technologies to robots in new service sector environments like ecommerce fulfillment and 

hospitals – the lines between sectors are blurring, as Ocado has shown spectacularly this year 

and GM may be in the process of repeating as it reinvents itself as a software IP licensing and 

mobility service story.  The secular overweight bet on components versus OEM brands remains and 

with components having given back their outperformance over the past 18mths, a short OEM/long 

components basket strategy looks appealing. As elsewhere, technology shifts will polarize 

sector performance in autos, with the rapid demise of diesel in Europe exacerbating that trend and 

tougher emission standards having hit sales hard last month – VW Group sales for instance fell by 

half last month y/y with Audi sales down almost 70% in Germany.  

 

Source: Entext 
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• While many of the enabling technologies from AI software to Lidar remain immature, autonomous 

vehicles will be tested on public roads from the UK to Japan and China this year. The US 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has declared that it “intends to reconsider 

the necessity and appropriateness of its current safety standards” as applied to automated vehicles, 

the Department of Transportation said in update of its principles dubbed “Automated Vehicles 3.0.” 

although legislation to update standards to facilitate Level 4 trials on public roads has been stuck in 

Congress for over a year.  

• Carmakers backed in several cases by national governments (notably in China and Japan) are in a 

race to collect sufficient data to model a full spectrum of real-world scenarios and move to 

mass production of Level 4 autonomy within the next 7-10 years. Baidu, which I’ve highlighted as a 

non-auto sector AV play like Sony for its vision systems (the latter has certainly performed better), is 

beginning to test vehicles in both countries, with shuttle buses in defined campus style environments 

like business parks the likely first iteration of Level 4 autonomy, well before taxis.   

• I’m in Shanghai next week, where the first such services are already going live, albeit with 

remote human oversight. Although the timeline to mass market EV/AV take-up is still mid 2020s given 

various technology bottlenecks, in this interim phase, several global auto component makers will 

benefit from fast rising electronic and dual powertrain value while many others will suffer from 

the terminal decline of diesel near-term and lower industry parts revenues longer term, as EVs with 

far fewer moving parts subject to physical wear gain market share.  

 

 

 

Source: Entext, various industry sources 

• The race for level 3-4 autonomy has led to a maze of partnerships between OEMs and technology 

start-ups focused on vision-based AI sensor systems. As noted above, Honda had previously 

partnered with SenseTime, the HK-based AI start-up renowned for its image-recognition technology 

used in facial recognition surveillance cameras. While investors realise that cars will have multiple  

exterior cameras to map their surroundings, what isn’t yet appreciated is that vehicles will 

increasingly also have advanced interior cameras - facial recognition technology will be able 

to monitor driver fatigue, unlock rental or ridesharing cars etc Recent developments beg the 

question: is GM just another legacy car company or a remarkably cheap tech stock with analysts 

overly focused on margins and volume trends, another Ocado style reinvention in the making?  

https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/13882-automateddrivingsystems_092618_v1a_tag.pdf
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Source: Entext, equal weighted basket 

• Meantime, Toyota will form a joint venture with SoftBank to develop mobility services, a 

partnership will combine Toyota’s connected vehicle technology with SoftBank’s platform for the 

internet of things, with the longer-term aim of providing transport, delivery and logistics services using 

autonomous vehicles.  When Softbank bought the UK’s ARM, it was betting on an explosion in 

connected, data collecting devices over the next decade which I though at the time and since will pay 

off – this deal would have been very unlikely without that low-power consumption chip IP and 

integration expertise.  

 

Source: Entext 

 

• Earlier this year, SoftBank invested $2.25bn in GM’s Cruise through its Saudi-backed $100bn Vision 

Fund (now being topped up with another $45bn of Saudi money) – it has stakes in Uber, Didi 
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Chuxing, Grab and Ola, which are seen as essential to executing Toyota’s ambitions for 

developing mobility services using autonomous vehicles. At the Consumer Electronics Show in 

January, Toyota said it would develop a driverless shuttle for both passengers and deliveries in 

partnership with Uber, as well as other companies including Amazon and Pizza Hut and in August 

also disclosed a $500m investment in Uber. The 2020 Tokyo Olympics has two areas selected for 

Level 4 autonomy demonstrations around Tokyo Water Front City and around Haneda airport. 

Japan’s aging population challenge will be a key driver of this technology going mass market, 

with truly autonomous pod-style vehicles likely to launch in rural areas within five or so years to 

help get isolated retirees to public services like hospitals. 

• Meanwhile, Daimler is collaborating with Bosch and will be using a system from Nvidia Corp to test 

cars at Level 4 autonomy. Following the lead of Japanese competitors, Mercedes will offer Level 3 

autonomy as an option in the cars it sells by 2021. This means that the car can handle most 

driving while prompting the driver to take over in certain situations that the computer can’t handle. 

Aptiv, the former Delphi Automotive that split out its powertrain business, has emerged as a 

key player after investing heavily in self-driving technology. Its biggest deal was buying NuTonomy, 

which has been running tests of driverless cars in Boston and Singapore at city speeds.  

• The company has been testing ride-hailing services in Singapore (which given its size and orderly 

traffic always looked an early adopter) and hopes to have them operational in 2021. Aptiv has been 

working with Audi and BMW to develop its technology - the Audi A8’s Traffic Jam Pilot uses Lidar to 

see the road and lets drivers go completely hands-free at speeds up to 37 mph. Audi, which is also 

working with Nvidia, is targeting a fully autonomous car in 2020/21. VW also has an agreement 

with Aurora, the US start-up.  BMW is testing completely self-driving cars that they have developed 

with partner Intel Corp., which acquired sensor maker Mobileye, and with German parts maker 

Continental AG. Fiat Chrysler recently joined the partnership, which plans to have self-driving 

technology in production vehicles by 2021.  

• Baidu has been developing self-driving software for five years and crucially its Apollo software 

system for autonomous vehicles is open-source, as Android was as a smartphone OS. The 

company’s goal is to test the system in buses made by Chinese manufacturer King Long later this 

year and, by 2020, to have autonomous vehicles capable of Level 3, meaning the car controls itself at 

highway speeds and tells the driver to take over in complex situations. Baidu’s initial self-driving cars 

will be developed with China’s Chery Automobile Co., but Baidu also has a 2021 target to deliver 

Level 4 autonomous cars in partnership with Chinese automaker BAIC Group. 

• As highlighted in previous notes on autonomous driving, its rollout will require not only massive 

volumes of data collection by the vehicle via LIDAR etc, but also urban traffic lights, 

pedestrian crossing etc. to be embedded with connectivity that can broadcast their presence to 

these vehicles. A pedestrian crossing that syncs data with approaching autonomous vehicles will be a 

necessary reality by early next decade. Companies like Japan’s Renesas (particularly after the recent 

IDT acquisition) and Infineon in Europe should all see a multi-year revenue growth tailwind and have 

been caught up in the wider semi sector selloff on peak smartphone/NAND and DRAM pricing fears 

as covered in the last note.  

• GM plans to start a ride-hailing service with its Chevrolet Bolt late next year, assuming the US 

government has protocols in place by then. Over the next 2-3 years the leading automation players 

will be able to demonstrate cars capable of navigating city streets at low speeds along fixed routes. 

Waymo is ahead of the pack but GM and Daimler among the OEMs are catching up fast and 

Ford is perceived as a laggard.  Level 4 is the threshold at which a car can drive on pre-mapped 

routes and handle anything on its planned course without human intervention Waymo has tested 

Level 4 vehicles on passengers, but nobody has yet demonstrated at Level 5 (where the car 

becomes a robotic ‘pod’ and the steering wheel becomes superfluous).  

https://www.nutonomy.com/
https://aurora.tech/
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• Without drivers, operating margins for ride hailing services could be in the 15-20% range, or 2-3x 

what carmakers earn on simply selling vehicles. Transportation as a service offers the prospect of at 

least a handful of OEMs moving to a recurring revenue subscription type model, with the same impact 

on their ratings as has been seen in that transition across the software sector and now gaming. It’s 

unlikely that more than 5-10 global names can successfully make the transition and I’ve long 

highlighted GM as likely to become one of them. 

• GM’s Bolt doesn’t test faster than 25 mph although a new Lidar system developed by another of its 

shrewd acquisitions Strobe, will allow speeds closer to 40mps. Lidar alone on the current generation 

of autonomous Bolts costs about $25-30,000 a car but as covered in January, solid state versions will 

eventually fall to sub $1000. Before the SoftBank investment, GM planned to spend about an 

eight of its $8bn in annual capex to develop self-driving cars and mobility services, a useful 

industry wide benchmark on top of EV/hybrid investment. The rest of the industry can only look on 

in envy at SoftBank/Saudi largesse in part funding GM’s attempt at this inherently high risk 

business model transformation…  
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Equity Indices/Sectors Trading Metric/Instrument Initiation Closure Performanc

Closed Positions (Sorted by Latest)

Long Copper Generic 1st 'HG' Future 16/08/2018 21/09/2018 9.9%

Long USD DXY index 19/02/2018 16/08/2018 8.6%

Long Energy Sector Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund 05/04/2018 30/4/2018 10.4%

Short Hong Kong Property Hang Seng Properties Index 19/01/2018 09/02/2018 9.8%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 17/10/2017 05/02/2018 262.0%

Long TIPS iShares TIPS Bond ETF 04/04/2016 05/02/2018 -1.8%

Long Lat. Am vs EM Asia EEMA vs ILF ETFs 17/11/2017 02/02/2018 10.1%

Long Global Value vs Momentum MSCI AC Mining + AC Energy vs Global Tech 08/06/2017 04/01/2018 9.5%

Long USDMXN Bloomberg USDMXN 03/07/2017 17/10/2017 4.2%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 16/05/2017 08/01/2017 29.3%

Long China Insurer Basket Equal Weighted Stock Basket 10/07/2014 18/07/2017 53.6%

Long EM Asia vs Lat. Am EEMA vs ILF ETFs 16/05/2016 09/06/2017 13.5%

Long EM LC Debt iShares CS EM LC Bond UCITS 15/11/2016 17/05/2017 10.6%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 16/12/2016 13/04/2017 27.0%

Long US Housing iShares ITB US Housing and Construction 01/06/2012 30/03/2017 126.9%

Short FTSE 350 Mining Index FTSE 350 Mining Index 13/02/2017 27/03/2017 11.3%

Short USDJPY June 17 Forward Contract 16/12/2016 27/03/2017 6.2%

Long Oil Brent Forward Contract 07/10/2015 02/06/2017 6.4%

Long Japan Exporters STOXX Japan Exporters UCITS ETF JPXA 12/04/2016 31/01/2017 23.7%

Short JPY/CNY Bloomberg JPYCNY 06/07/2016 15/12/2016 11.3%

Short CNY/USD Bloomberg CNYUSD Index 15/12/2014 16/11/2016 10.1%

Long Eurostoxx Banks SX7E 06/07/2016 15/11/2016 38.5%

Long Electric Vehicle Stock Basket 6 07/05/2015 18/10/2016 22.8%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 15/08/2016 18/10/2016 35.1%

Long EM vs DM iShares EEM versus MSCI World ETF URTH 15/12/2015 12/10/2016 14.2%

Long Japan REITs TSEREIT - TSE REIT Index 21/09/2015 23/08/2016 12.3%

Long EM LC Debt CS EM Index GBLGUCIT 15/12/2015 23/08/2016 14.2%

Long US High Yield Bloomberg USD High Yield Corporate Bond Index 15/12/2015 19/07/2016 13.0%

Short US Biotechnology iShares Biotech Nasdaq 24/07/2015 07/07/2016 30.0%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 04/04/2016 27/06/2016 68.9%

Long JPY/USD Bloomberg JPYUSD 24/07/2015 27/06/2016 20.1%

Short GBP/USD Bloomberg GBPUSD Index 12/05/2014 27/06/2016 21.7%

Long Indonesia iShares MSCI Indonesia 21/09/2015 04/04/2016 28.0%

Long Malaysia/MYR iShares MSCI Malaysia 29/01/2016 04/04/2016 8.8%

Short Iron Ore China Iron Ore 62% FE spot (CFR Tianjin port), USD per MT27/03/2013 15/12/2015 71.7%

Long DXY Dollar Index Bloomberg Dollar Index 17/10/2013 15/12/2015 24.0%

Short AUD/USD Bloomberg AUDUSD Index 02/07/2014 15/12/2015 23.0%

Short Gold XAUUSD Forward Contract 30/04/2013 07/10/2015 21.0%

Long Macau Casinos 4 vs Short China Brokerages 5Stock Basket 4/5 30/04/2015 21/09/2015 28.7%

Long Japan/Short JPY Long DXJ Japan FX Hedged ETF 09/11/2013 24/07/2015 37.0%

Short Oil Brent Forward Contract 24/07/2013 22/04/2015 39.0%

Open Positions (Sorted by Latest)

Short DJ Internet First Trust Dow Jones Internet Index Fund 09/01/2018 Open -15.6%

Short India vs Germany Short BSE Sensex vs DAX 07/08/2017 Open -9.4%

Long Global Oil E&P iShares SPOG ETF 31/03/2017 Open 12.8%

Long Electric Vehicle Stock Basket 7 18/10/2016 Open 70.3%

Long Autonomous Vehicle Stock Basket 8 18/10/2016 Open 0.8%

Long Sensors / MEMs (Embedded Intelligence) Stock Basket 1 05/12/2013 Open 174.7%

Long Industrial Automation/Machine to Machine Stock Basket 2 05/12/2013 Open 65.8%

Key Tactical and Strategic Asset Trades and Current Positioning
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Summary Asset Views 

 

 
Investment View Vs. Benchmark 

MSCI Weight/SAA Benchmark

(6-12mths +)

Equities

US Bearish/Neutral

PER premium to Japan/Europe driven by high tech weighting and sector

rerating YTD, tax led earnings boost peaking, wage pressure on margins

looming?

Europe Bullish/Neutral

Euro drag on exporter earnings easing, PMI/survey momentum stabilising -

China rebound and/or EU-US trade deal in Q4 to drive outperformance led by

exporters via autos, industrial cyclicals

UK Neutral

Weaker GBP/energy rally supports, but chaotic Brexit negative for banks given

funding cost risks, domestic consumer exposure as growth likely to slump to

1% or less - miners now attractive

Japan Bullish
ROE/buyback uptrend intact and profits at record over 16% of GDP - o/w deep

cyclicals, real estate, global niche dominant tech exposure themes

Asia Pacific Bullish

HK earnings momentum still best in GEM but weakening, Korea earnings

lagging, India, Indonesia negative - avoid FX leverage on sustained USD rally

risks

GEM Equities Neutral

O/w in place since early 2016 moved to neutral in Dec 17 given rising global

yield/USD expectation - Asia over LatAm/CEE, value tilt toward consumer

markets - energy exposure via refiners, E&P - China internet names attractive

LT

Fixed Income

Government Bearish/Neutral

10-yr breaking above 3% again as spike in corp. pension inflows ends,

market testing 'clearing price' for $1trn deficits - Italy staying below 2.5%

deficit limit key for Eurozone peripheral spread flattening trend 

Investment Grade Neutral/Bearish

IG spreads should be widening this late in cycle, US HY spreads ex energy to

widen vs IG, ECB lower for longer view post Italian volatility threatened by

German inflation breakout

High Yield Bearish
US credit quality metrics deteriorating, Eurozone HY spreads vulnerable to

ECB QT surprise, could widen to 400-450bps within 12mths 

EM debt Bearish

Outperformance vs. US HY ending, had become very crowded - risk of

reallocation outflows growing as minimal global fixed income diversification

benefit - still sell rallies

Commodities

Energy Neutral/Bullish

Market still tightening reflected in inventory downtrend and shrinking OPEC ex

Iran spare capacity cushion , $90 H1 19 target maintained ; WTI-Brent spread

narrowing on decline in US inventories - long global E&P 

Industrial Metals Neutral

Upgraded to neutral in August after 20% slide in copper, zinc etc. - volatile on

trade newsflow but further rebound if China infrastructure trends improve into

Q1 19

Precious Metals Neutral

Real yield and USD headwind remains, gold struggling to attract any

sustained safe haven bid - platinum preferred to palladium on fundamentals,

both hit by auto tariff fears

FX

USD Neutral/Bullish

Sharp rally to over 96 on DXY consolidating, euro reached interim mid teens

target - yield differentials less compelling on hedged basis and rates rising

across EM but a bounce to new highs likely in Q4

GBP Bearish/Neutral
Move above $1.40 looked bizarre  - hostage to political newsflow, break toward 

1.20 in Q1 19  if chaotic Brexit ' by default' and/or new election

JPY Neutral
Fair value on real yield, PPP basis about 110 versus USD, - suging carry trade

portfolio outflows could push to 115 this summer

Europe Bearish
Yield differentials stretched, data weak and had become a momentum trade,

initial 1.15 target tested vs USD, sell any bounce into late teens

GEM Neutral/Bearish

Carry inflows peaked in Q1 - twin deficits/corporate FX exposure matter again

but selective LT value appearing on REER basis in MXN/BRL/TRY - improved

China momentum and IMF backstop for Argentina/Turkey key for sustained

rebound in Q4

  Rationale
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